| **Course Title:** |
| Outdoors Fieldwork First Aid Course |

| **Business Event Contents:** |

The session will help staff apply first aid principles to real life situations in more remote outdoor environments and give them an opportunity to raise questions about their own outdoor activities. The course will be delivered by outdoor professionals who are members of Mountain rescue and developed experience in a variety of environments.

By the end of the course you will:

- Be able to manage outdoor accidents/incidents prior to emergency services arriving at the scene
- Be able to obtain the correct type of help to the correct location by communicating the correct information
- Understand how to improvise with what kit you have available in the field
- Know how to apply first aid principles to real life situations in the outdoors

As the course is delivered by an external provider a non refundable fee of £60 per candidate (group* booking £50 per candidate) will be charged on receipt of your account code. If you cannot attend for any reason we would advise that you transfer your place to another member of staff.

**ONLINE BOOKING DOES NOT GUARANTEE A PLACE**
**YOU WILL BE CONTACTED IF A PLACE IS AVAILABLE**

* Group: 3 or more candidates

| **Suitability:** |

This session is aimed at Fieldwork Leaders/Academic Tutors and/or anybody leading an expedition where immediate first aid assistance may not be available. Your fieldwork risk assessment should help you identify whether you need to attend the course.

| **Entry requirement:** |

It is essential that people who apply for this course have a good understanding of first aid and have ideally attended a first aid course in the past 3 years. If you need any advice on this, please contact your Health and Safety Manager or Rudolphe Solentini by email or on extension on 33697.

We also strongly recommend that you dress appropriately for outdoor activities i.e. waterproof trousers and jacket, etc.